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Abstract. There is growing interest in quantitative theories of information flow
in a variety of contexts, such as secure information flow, anonymity protocols, and
side-channel analysis. Such theories offer an attractive way to relax the standard
noninterference properties, letting us tolerate “small” leaks that are necessary in
practice. The emerging consensus is that quantitative information flow should be
founded on the concepts of Shannon entropy and mutual information. But a useful
theory of quantitative information flow must provide appropriate security guarantees: if the theory says that an attack leaks x bits of secret information, then x
should be useful in calculating bounds on the resulting threat. In this paper, we
focus on the threat that an attack will allow the secret to be guessed correctly
in one try. With respect to this threat model, we argue that the consensus definitions actually fail to give good security guarantees—the problem is that a random
variable can have arbitrarily large Shannon entropy even if it is highly vulnerable
to being guessed. We then explore an alternative foundation based on a concept
of vulnerability (closely related to Bayes risk) and which measures uncertainty
using Rényi’s min-entropy, rather than Shannon entropy.

1 Introduction
Protecting the confidentiality of sensitive information is one of the most fundamental
security issues:
– In secure information flow analysis [1] the question is whether a program could
leak information about its high (i.e. secret) inputs into its low (i.e. public) outputs.
– In anonymity protocols [2] the question is whether network traffic could reveal
information to an eavesdropper about who is communicating.
– In side-channel analysis [3] the question is whether the running time or power
consumption of cryptographic operations could reveal information about the secret
keys.
A classic approach is to try to enforce noninterference, which says that low outputs are
independent of high inputs; this implies that an adversary can deduce nothing about the
high inputs from the low outputs.
Unfortunately, achieving noninterference is often not possible, because sometimes
we want or need to reveal information that depends on the high inputs. In an election
protocol, for example, the individual votes should be secret, but of course we want to
reveal the tally of votes publicly. And in a password checker, we need to reject an incorrect password, but this reveals information about what the secret password is not. A
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variety of approaches for dealing with these sorts of deliberate violations of noninterference are currently being explored; see Sabelfeld and Sands [4] for a survey.
One promising approach to relaxing noninterference is to develop a quantitative theory of information flow that lets us talk about “how much” information is being leaked,
and perhaps allowing us to tolerate “small” leaks. Such a quantitative theory has long
been recognized as an important generalization of noninterference (see for example
Denning [5, Chapter 5] and Gray [6]) and there has been much recent work in this
area, including the works of Clark, Hunt, Malacaria, and Chen [7,8,9,10,11] Clarkson, Myers, and Schneider [12], Köpf and Basin [3], Chatzikokolakis, Palamidessi, and
Panangaden [2,13], Lowe [14], and Di Pierro, Hankin, and Wiklicky [15].
In this paper, we consider the foundations of quantitative information flow. The basic
scenario that we imagine is a program (or protocol) that receives some high input H
and produces some low output L. An adversary A, seeing L, might be able to deduce
something about H. We would like to quantify the amount of information in H (A’s
initial uncertainty), the amount of information leaked to L, and the amount of unleaked
information about H (A’s remaining uncertainty). These quantities intuitively ought to
satisfy the following slogan:
“initial uncertainty = information leaked + remaining uncertainty”.
Of course, for a definition of quantitative information flow to be useful, it must be
possible to show that the numbers produced by the theory are meaningful with respect
to security—if the theory says that an attack leaks x bits of secret information, then x
should be useful in calculating bounds on the resulting threat. A natural first step along
these lines is to show that a leakage of 0 corresponds to the case of noninterference. But
this is just a first step—we also must be able to show that differences among nonzero
leakage values have significance in terms of security. This is the key issue which we
explore in this paper.
We begin in Section 2 by establishing our conceptual framework—we consider a
deterministic or probabilistic program c that receives a high input H, assumed to satisfy
a publicly-known a priori distribution, and produces a low output L.
In Section 3, we review definitions of quantitative information flow found in the literature; we note an emerging consensus toward a set of definitions based on informationtheoretic measures such as Shannon entropy and mutual information.
Section 4 then explores the consensus definitions with respect to the security guarantees that they support. After reviewing a number of security guarantees that have
appeared in the literature, we focus our attention on one specific threat model: the probability that adversary A can guess the value of H correctly in one try. With respect to
this threat model, we argue that the consensus definitions actually do a poor job of measuring the threat; briefly, the problem is that the Shannon entropy H(X) of a random
variable X can be arbitrarily high, even if the value of X is highly vulnerable to being
guessed.
Because of these limitations of the consensus definitions, in Section 5 we propose
an alternative foundation for quantitative information flow. Our definitions are based
directly on a concept of vulnerability, which is closely related to Bayes risk. The vulnerability V (X) is simply the maximum of the probabilities of the values of X; it is the
worst-case probability that an adversary could correctly guess the value of X in one try.
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Using vulnerability, we propose to use min-entropy, defined by H∞ (X) = − log V (X),
as a better measure for quantitative information flow. (Min-entropy is an instance of
Rényi entropy [16].)
It should be acknowledged that our observations about the limitations of Shannon
entropy as a measure of uncertainty are not entirely new, having appeared in recent research on anonymity protocols, notably in papers by Tóth, Hornák, and Vajda [17] and
by Shmatikov and Wang [18]; they also propose the use of min-entropy as an alternative. But these papers do not address information flow generally, considering only the
narrower question of how to quantify an adversary’s uncertainty about who is communicating in a mix network. In the literature on quantitative information flow, we believe
that the ideas we propose have not previously appeared—see for instance the recent
high-profile papers of Malacaria [10] and Köpf and Basin [3].
In Section 5, we also develop techniques (based on Bayesian inference) for calculating conditional vulnerability and conditional min-entropy, for both deterministic and
probabilistic programs. And we illustrate the reasonableness of our definitions by considering a number of examples.
Finally, Section 6 discusses some future directions and concludes.
A preliminary discussion of the ideas in this paper—restricted to deterministic programs and not using min-entropy—was included as a part of an invited talk and subsequent invited tutorial paper at the TGC 2007 Workshop on the Interplay of Programming
Languages and Cryptography [19].

2 Our Conceptual Framework
The framework that we consider in this paper aims for simplicity and clarity, rather than
full generality. We therefore restrict our attention to total programs c with just one input
H, which is high, and one output L, which is low. (Thus we do not consider the case of
programs that receive both high and low inputs, or programs that might not terminate.)
Our goal is to quantify how much, if any, information in H is leaked by program c to L.
More precisely, our question is how much information about H can be deduced by an
adversary A who sees the output L.
We further assume that there is an a priori, publicly-known probability distribution
on H. We therefore assume that H is a random variable with a finite space of possible
values H. We denote the a priori probability that H has value h by P [H = h], and we
assume that each element h of H has nonzero probability. Similarly, we assume that
L is a random variable with a finite space of possible values L, and with probabilities
P [L = ]. We assume that each output  ∈ L is possible, in that it can be produced by
some input h ∈ H.
In general, program c could be deterministic or it could be probabilistic. We consider
these two cases separately.
2.1 Deterministic Programs
If c is a deterministic program, then the output L is a function of the input H; that is,
c determines a function f : H → L such that L = f (H). Now, following Köpf and
Basin [3], we note that f induces an equivalence relation ∼ on H:
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h ∼ h iff f (h) = f (h ).
(In set theory, ∼ is called the kernel of f .) Hence program c partitions H into the
equivalence classes of ∼. We let H denote the equivalence class f −1 ():
H = {h ∈ H | f (h) = }.
Notice that there are |L| distinct equivalence classes, since we are assuming that each
output  ∈ L is possible. The importance of these equivalence classes is that they bound
the knowledge of the adversary A: if A sees that L has value , then A knows only that
the value of H belongs to the equivalence class H . How much does this equivalence
class tell A about H?
In one extreme, the function determined by c is a constant function, with just one
possible value . In this case ∼ has just one equivalence class H , which is equal to H.
Hence there is no leakage of H and noninterference holds.
In the other extreme, the function determined by c is one-to-one. Here the equivalence classes of ∼ are all singletons, and we have total leakage of H. Note however
that, given , adversary A might not be able to compute the equivalence class H efficiently; thus we are adopting a worst-case, information theoretic viewpoint, rather than
a computational one.
As an intermediate example, suppose that H is a 32-bit unsigned integer, with range
0 ≤ H < 232 . The program
L := H & 037
copies the last 5 bits of H into L. (Here 037 is an octal constant, and & denotes bitwise
“and”.) In this case, ∼ has 25 = 32 equivalence classes, each of which contains 227
elements. Intuitively, c leaks 5 bits (out of 32) of H.
2.2 Probabilistic Programs
More generally, the program c might be probabilistic. In this case, each value of H could
lead to more than one value of L, which means that c may not give a partition of H.
Following [2], we can model a probabilistic program c using a matrix whose rows
are indexed by H and whose columns are indexed by L, where the (h, ) entry specifies
the conditional probability P [L = |H = h]. Notice that each row of this matrix must
sum to 1. Also notice that in the special case where c is deterministic, each row will
have one entry equal to 1 and all others equal to 0.

3 Existing Definitions of Quantitative Information Flow
Given (deterministic or probabilistic) program c, which may leak information from H to
L, we want to define how much information c leaks. In the literature, such definitions are
usually based on information-theoretic measures, such as Shannon entropy [20,21,22].
First we briefly review some of these measures. Let X be a random variable whose
set of possible values is X . The Shannon entropy H(X) is defined by

1
.
H(X) =
P [X = x] log
P [X = x]
x∈X
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(Throughout we assume that log denotes logarithm with base 2.) The Shannon entropy
can be viewed intuitively as the “uncertainty about X”; more precisely it can be understood as the expected number of bits required to transmit X optimally.
Given two (jointly distributed) random variables X and Y, the conditional entropy
H(X|Y), intuitively the “uncertainty about X given Y”, is
H(X|Y) =



P [Y = y]H(X|Y = y)

y∈Y

where
H(X|Y = y) =



P [X = x|Y = y] log

x∈X

1
.
P [X = x|Y = y]

Note that if X is determined by Y, then H(X|Y) = 0.
The mutual information I(X; Y), intuitively the “amount of information shared between X and Y”, is
I(X; Y) = H(X) − H(X|Y).
Mutual information turns out to be symmetric: I(X; Y) = I(Y; X).
The guessing entropy G(X) is the expected number of guesses required to guess X
optimally; of course the optimal strategy is to guess the values of X in nonincreasing
order of probability. If we assume that X’s probabilities are arranged in nonincreasing
order p1 ≥ p2 ≥ . . . ≥ pn , then we have
G(X) =

n


ipi .

i=1

Now we consider how these entropy concepts can be used to quantify information
leakage. Recalling the slogan
initial uncertainty = information leaked + remaining uncertainty
we have three quantities to define. For the initial uncertainty about H, the entropy
H(H) seems appropriate. For the remaining uncertainty about H, the conditional entropy H(H|L) seems appropriate. Finally, for the information leaked to L, the entropy
H(L) might appear appropriate as well, but this cannot be correct in the case where c is
probabilistic. For in that case, L might get positive entropy simply from the probabilistic
nature of c, even though there is no leakage from H. So we need something different.
Rearranging the slogan above, we get
information leaked = initial uncertainty − remaining uncertainty.
This suggests that the information leaked to L should be H(H) − H(H|L), which is just
the mutual information I(H; L).
If, however, we restrict to the case where c is deterministic, then we know that L is
determined by H. In that case we have H(L|H) = 0 which implies that
I(H; L) = I(L; H) = H(L) − H(L|H) = H(L).
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So, in the case of deterministic programs, the mutual information I(H; L) can be simplified to the entropy H(L).
We can apply these definitions to some example programs. If we assume that H is a
uniformly-distributed 32-bit integer, with range 0 ≤ H < 232 , then we get the following
results:
H(H) I(H; L) H(H|L)
Program
L := 0
32
0
32
L := H
32
32
0
5
27
L := H & 037 32
Turning to the research literature, the definitions we have described:
– initial uncertainty = H(H)
– information leaked = I(H; L)
– remaining uncertainty = H(H|L)
seem to be the emerging consensus. Clarke, Hunt, and Malacaria [7,8,9,10] use these
definitions, although they also address the more general case where the program c
receives both high and low input. Köpf and Basin [3] use these definitions in their
study of side-channel attacks, but they consider only the deterministic case. (They also
consider guessing entropy and marginal guesswork in addition to Shannon entropy.)
Chatzikokolakis, Palamidessi, and Panangaden [2] also use these definitions in their
study of anonymity protocols. However, they are especially interested in situations
where it is unreasonable to assume an a priori distribution on H; this leads them to
emphasize the channel capacity, which is the maximum value of I(H; L) over all distributions on H. Finally, the framework of Clarkson, Myers, and Schneider [12] is a
significant extension of what we have described here, because they consider the case
when the adversary A has (possibly mistaken) beliefs about the probability distribution
on H. But in the special case when A’s beliefs match the a priori distribution, and when
the expected flow over all experiments is considered (see Section 4.4 of their paper),
then their approach reduces to using the above definitions.

4 Security Guarantees with the Consensus Definitions
Given the consensus definitions of quantitative information flow described in Section 3,
we now turn our attention to the question of what security guarantees these definitions
support.
A first result along these lines is proved in [8]; they show, for deterministic programs,
that H(L) (the “information leaked”) is 0 iff c satisfies noninterference. This is good,
of course, but it is only a sanity check—it establishes that the zero/nonzero distinction
is meaningful, but not that different nonzero values are meaningful.
Really the key question with respect to security is whether the value of H(H|L) (the
“remaining uncertainty”) accurately reflects the threat to H.
One bound that seems promising in justifying the significance of H(H|L) is given by
Clark, Hunt, and Malacaria [7] based on work by Massey [23]. It states that the guessing
entropy G(H|L), which is the expected number of guesses required to guess H given L,
satisfies
G(H|L) ≥ 2H(H|L) − 2 + 1
(1)
provided that H(H|L) ≥ 2. For example, consider the program discussed above,
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L := H & 037
where H is uniformly distributed with range 0 ≤ H < 232 . Here we have H(H|L) = 27,
since each equivalence class contains 227 elements, uniformly distributed. So by (1) we
have
G(H|L) ≥ 225 + 1
which is quite an accurate bound, since the actual expected number of guesses is
227 + 1
.
2
But note however that when we assess the threat to H, the adversary’s expected number
of guesses is probably not the key concern. The problem is that even if the expected
number of guesses is huge, the adversary might nonetheless have a significant probability of guessing the value of H in just one try.
A result that addresses exactly this question is the classic Fano inequality, which
gives lower bounds, in terms of H(H|L), on the probability that adversary A will fail
to guess the value of H correctly in one try, given the value of L. Let Pe denote this
probability. The Fano inequality is
Pe ≥

H(H|L) − 1
.
log(|H| − 1)

(2)

Unfortunately this bound is extremely weak in many cases. For example, on the program
L := H & 037
the Fano inequality gives
Pe ≥

27 − 1
≈ 0.8125
log(232 − 1)

But this wildly understates the probability of error, since here the adversary has no
knowledge of 27 of the bits of H, which implies that
227 − 1
≈ 0.9999999925
227
One might wonder whether the Fano inequality could be strengthened, but (as we will
illustrate below) this is not in general possible.
Fundamentally, the problem is that H(H|L) is of little value in characterizing the
threat that the adversary, given L, could guess H. We demonstrate this claim through
two key examples. Assume that H is a uniformly distributed 8k-bit integer with range
0 ≤ H < 28k , where k ≥ 2. Hence H(H) = 8k.
The first example is the program
Pe ≥

if H mod 8 = 0 then
L := H
else
L := 1

(3)
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Since this program is deterministic, its information leakage is just H(L). Notice that
the else branch is taken on 7/8 of the values of H, namely those whose last 3 bits are
not all 0. Hence
7
P [L = 1] =
8
and
P [L = 8n] = 2−8k
for each n with 0 ≤ n < 28k−3 . Hence we have
H(L) =

7
8
log + 28k−3 2−8k log 28k ≈ k + 0.169
8
7

This implies that
H(H|L) ≈ 7k − 0.169
suggesting that about 7/8 of the information in H remains unleaked. But, since the
then branch is taken 1/8 of the time, the adversary can guess the value of H at least
1/8 of the time! (We remark that this example shows that the Fano inequality cannot in
general be strengthened significantly—here the Fano inequality says that the probability
of error is at least
7k − 1.169
log(28k − 1)
which is close to 7/8 for large k.)
The second example (using the same assumptions about H) is the program
L := H & 07k−1 1k+1

(4)

7k−1 k+1

1
is a binary constant; this program copies the last k + 1 bits of H into
where 0
L. Hence we have
H(L) = k + 1
and
H(H|L) = 7k − 1.
Here notice that, given L, the adversary’s probability of guessing H is just 1/27k−1 .
The key point to emphasize here is that, under the consensus definitions, program (4)
is actually worse than program (3), even though program (3) leaves H highly vulnerable
to being guessed, while program (4) does not. The conclusion is that, with respect to this
threat model, the consensus definitions do a poor job of measuring the threat: H(H|L)
does not support good security guarantees about the probability that H could be guessed.

5 An Alternative Foundation: Vulnerability and Min-entropy
The limitations of the consensus definitions noted in Section 4 lead us now to explore alternative definitions of quantitative information flow, with the goal of finding a measure
supporting better security guarantees with respect to the probability that the adversary
could guess H in one try.
Rather than inventing a new measure and then trying to prove that it implies good security guarantees, why not define a measure of remaining uncertainty directly in terms
of the desired security guarantees? To this end, we propose the concept of vulnerability:
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Definition 1. Given a random variable X with space of possible values X , the vulnerability of X, denoted V (X), is given by
V (X) = max P [X = x].
x∈X

The vulnerability V (X) is thus the worst-case probability that an adversary A could
guess the value of X correctly in one try. It is clearly a rather crude measure, because
it depends only on the maximum probability in the distribution of X, focusing on the
single probability that brings the greatest risk. Limiting to a single guess might seem
unreasonable, of course. But notice that with m guesses the adversary can succeed with
probability at most mV (X). This implies (very roughly speaking) that if the vulnerability with m guesses is “significant”, where m is a “practical” number of tries, then V (H)
must itself be “significant”.
Vulnerability is a probability, so its value is always between 0 and 1. But to quantify
information flow, we would like to measure information in bits. We can convert to an
entropy measure by mapping V (X) to
log

1
.
V (X)

This, it turns out, gives a measure known as min-entropy:
Definition 2. The min-entropy of X, denoted H∞ (X), is given by
H∞ (X) = log

1
.
V (X)

As far as we know, min-entropy has not previously been used in quantitative information
flow. But, as noted in Section 1, it has been used to measure the anonymity provided
by mix networks [17,18]. Also, Cachin [24] discusses its relevance in cryptographic
guessing attacks.
Min-entropy is the instance of Rényi entropy [16]



1
α
Hα (X) =
log
P [X = x]
1−α
x∈X

obtained when α = ∞. Notice that if X is uniformly distributed among n values, then
V (X) = 1/n and H∞ (X) = log n. Hence Shannon entropy H(X) and min-entropy
H∞ (X) coincide on uniform distributions. But, in general, Shannon entropy can be
arbitrarily greater than min-entropy, since H(X) can be arbitrarily high even if X has a
value with a probability close to 1.
We propose to use H∞ (H) as our measure of initial uncertainty. To measure the
remaining uncertainty, we first consider conditional vulnerability, which gives the expected probability of guessing X in one try, given Y:
Definition 3. Given (jointly distributed) random variables X and Y, the conditional
vulnerability V (X|Y) is

V (X|Y) =
P [Y = y]V (X|Y = y)
y∈Y
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where
V (X|Y = y) = max P [X = x|Y = y].
x∈X

We now show that V (H|L) is easy to calculate for probabilistic programs c, given the a
priori distribution on H and the matrix of conditional probabilities P [L = |H = h]. In
fact, V (H|L) is simply the complement of the Bayes risk Pe .
First we note that by Bayes’ theorem we have
P [H = h|L = ]P [L = ] = P [L = |H = h]P [H = h].
Now we have
V (H|L) =



P [L = ]V (H|L = )

∈L

=



P [L = ] max P [H = h|L = ]
h∈H

∈L

=



∈L

=



∈L

max P [H = h|L = ]P [L = ]
h∈H

max P [L = |H = h]P [H = h].
h∈H

It should be noted that [13] proposes Bayes risk as a measure of protection in anonymity
protocols, and also includes essentially the same calculation as above.
We next observe that the calculation of V (H|L) becomes simpler in the special case
where program c is deterministic. For in that case H is partitioned into |L| equivalence
classes H , where
H = {h ∈ H | P [L = |H = h] = 1}.
Hence we have
V (H|L) =


∈L

=



∈L

max P [L = |H = h]P [H = h]
h∈H

max P [H = h].

h∈H

Finally, we note that in the special case where c is deterministic and H is uniformly
distributed, the conditional vulnerability becomes very simple indeed:

max P [H = h]
V (H|L) =
∈L

=



h∈H

(1/|H|)

∈L

= |L|/|H|
Thus in this case all that matters is the number of equivalence classes. (We remark that
Lowe [14] focuses on a quantity analogous to |L| in quantifying information flow in a
process calculus, even though his approach is not probabilistic.)
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We now define H∞ (H|L), which will be our measure of remaining uncertainty:
Definition 4. The conditional min-entropy H∞ (X|Y) is
H∞ (X|Y) = log

1
.
V (X|Y)

Note that this definition of conditional min-entropy is not the same as the one given by
Cachin [24, p. 16], but it is equivalent to the one proposed by Dodis et al. [25].
We now propose the following definitions:
– initial uncertainty = H∞ (H)
– remaining uncertainty = H∞ (H|L)
– information leaked = H∞ (H) − H∞ (H|L)
Note that our measure of remaining uncertainty, H∞ (H|L), gives an immediate security
guarantee:
V (H|L) = 2−H∞ (H|L) .
Thus the expected probability that the adversary could guess H given L decreases exponentially with H∞ (H|L).
Also note that calculating the information leakage is easy in the case where c is
deterministic and H is uniformly distributed:
Theorem 1. If c is deterministic and H is uniformly distributed, then the information
leaked is log |L|.
Proof. Here we have V (H) = 1/|H| and V (H|L) = |L|/|H|, so
H∞ (H) − H∞ (H|L) = log |H| − log(|H|/|L|) = log |L|.
Let us now revisit example programs (4) and (3) from Section 4 using our new definitions. Because these programs are deterministic and H is uniformly distributed, we only
need to focus on |H| and |L|. Note that |H| = 28k , so the initial uncertainty H∞ (H) is
8k, as before.
On program (4), we get the same values as before. We have |L| = 2k+1 , which
implies that the information leaked is k + 1 and the remaining uncertainty is 7k − 1.
But on program (3), we have |L| = 28k−3 + 1, which implies that the information
leaked is about 8k − 3 and the remaining uncertainty is about 3. Thus our new measures
hugely increase the leakage ascribed to this program.
It is interesting to compare program (3) with a program that always leaks all but the
last 3 bits of H:
L := H | 07
(5)
(Here | denotes bitwise “or”.) For this program, |L| = 28k−3 , so it is ascribed almost
exactly the same leakage as program (3). Notice that while both of these programs make
H highly vulnerable, the threats are different: with program (3), the adversary A learns
H completely 1/8 of the time, and learns very little 7/8 of the time; with program (5),
in contrast, A never learns H completely, but always learns it to within 8 possible values.
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Is it reasonable to ascribe the same leakage to programs (3) and (5)? That seems hard to
answer without further assumptions. For instance, if A is allowed several guesses, rather
than just one, then program (5) is clearly worse. On the other hand, if a wrong guess
would trigger an alert, then program (3) might be worse, since then A knows whether it
knows H or not, and could choose to make a guess only when it knows. These examples
suggest the difficulty of measuring a range of complex threat scenarios precisely using
a single number; still, we feel that one-guess vulnerability is a sufficiently basic concern
to serve as a generally useful foundation.
As another example, consider a password checker, which tests whether H (assumed
uniformly distributed) is equal to some particular value and assigns the result to L. Since
|L| = 2, we get a leakage of 1 here.
We remark that Köpf and Basin [3] briefly consider worst-case entropy measures
in addition to the “averaging” measures (like G(H|L)) used in the rest of their paper.
Specifically, they define the minimum guessing entropy by
Ĝ(H|L) = min G(H|L = ).
∈L

But this measure is not very useful, as shown by the password checker example—the
password checker splits H into 2 equivalence classes, one of which is a singleton. Hence
the minimum guessing entropy is 1. This measure thus judges a password checker to be
as bad as a program that leaks H completely.
As a final example, consider an election system. Suppose that we have an election
between candidates A and B with k voters, whose individual votes are represented by
the k-bit random variable H. We (unrealistically) assume that each voter independently
votes for either A or B with probability 1/2, which implies that H is uniformly distributed over 2k values. The election system reveals into L the tally of votes received
by candidate A, which means that L ranges over {0, 1, 2, . . . , k}. Here the initial uncertainty is k and the leakage is log(k + 1). And the conditional vulnerability is
k+1
2k
some of whose values are shown in the following table:
V (H|L) =

k
1 2 3
4
5
6
V (H|L) 1 3/4 1/2 5/16 3/16 7/64
So the adversary’s ability to guess the individual votes decreases exponentially with k.
We conclude this section with a curious result, whose significance is unclear (to me,
at least). In the case of a deterministic program c and uniformly-distributed H, it turns
out that our new definition of information leakage exactly coincides with the classical
notion of the channel capacity of c.
Theorem 2. If c is deterministic and H is uniformly distributed, then the information
leaked, log |L|, is equal to the channel capacity of c.
Proof. In the deterministic case, the channel capacity is the maximum value of H(L)
over all distributions on H. This maximum is log |L|, since L has |L| possible values and
we can put a distribution on H that makes them all equally likely. (This observation is
also made in [11].) Curiously, this will typically not be a uniform distribution on H.
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But perhaps this result is just a coincidence—it does not generalize to the case of probabilistic programs.

6 Conclusion
In this paper, we have focused on one specific, but natural, threat model: the expected
probability that an adversary could guess H in one try, given L. We have argued that
the consensus definitions of quantitative information flow do poorly with respect to
this threat model, and have proposed new definitions based on vulnerability and
min-entropy.
We mention some important future directions. First, the reasonableness of our definitions should be further assessed, both in terms of their theoretical properties and also
by applying them in various specific threat scenarios. Also the definitions need to be
generalized to model explicitly allowed flows, such as from low inputs to low outputs
or (perhaps) from the secret individual votes in an election to the public tally. It would
seem that this could be handled through conditional min-entropy.
Second, the possibility of enforcing quantitative information flow policies through
static analysis needs to be explored; in the case of the standard measures there has been
progress [9], but it is unclear whether min-entropy can be handled similarly. The results
presented in Section 5 on how to calculate vulnerability seem encouraging, especially in
the important special case of a deterministic program c mapping a uniformly-distributed
H to an output L. For there we found that the leakage is simply log |L|. This fact seems
to give insight into the difference between the cases of password checking and binary
search. For in a password checker, we test whether a guess g is equal to the secret password. If the test comes out true, we know that the password is g; if it comes out false,
we know only that the password is not g. Hence such a guess splits the space H into two
equivalence classes, {g} and H − {g}. This implies that any tree of guesses of height k
can give only k + 1 equivalence classes, which means that the vulnerability of the password increases slowly. In contrast, in binary search we compare the size of a guess g with
the secret, discovering which is larger. Hence (with a well-chosen guess) we are able to
split the space H into two equivalence classes of roughly equal size. This implies that a
tree of guesses of height k can give 2k equivalence classes, which means that the vulnerability of the secret increases very rapidly. These examples do raise concerns about
compositionality, however, because the tests g = H and g ≤ H both have a leakage of 1
under our definitions, even though sequences of these tests behave so differently.
Finally, it would be valuable (but challenging) to integrate the information-theoretic
viewpoint used here with the computational complexity viewpoint used in
cryptography.
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